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Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‟s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‟s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques „
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM
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Observer
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M/C Martin Harper M/C

Welcome to the group
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John Thompson M/C
Nathan Adair M/C

Stop Press

Chairman’s Ramblings
Once again another year is flying by and I find myself
writing my ramblings for the latest newsletter
Since the last newsletter we have had the group's AGM
which I am pleased to report was well attended. Once
again I would like to thank all the officers, committee
members, and observers for all the time and expertise that
they all contribute to not only ensure the continued success of the group but also promote
safer driving and help to improve road safety.
I am very pleased to report all officers and committee members agreed to stand for reelection and were duly returned. I also welcome new committee members Norman Hill,
Geoff Salt and Keith Seaton.

I congratulate Ann Barry who is this year‟s very worthy recipient of the John Fry memorial
award. Ann has been a member for almost 20 years She is an IMI National observer for
car and has successfully mentored many associates to test success as well as carrying out
numerous extended drive checks. She is also a member of ROSPA and has achieved
ROSPA gold. For most of her membership she has kept the group on the straight and
narrow financially, being treasurer and now in recognition of all she has done becomes one
of only a few members to truly deserve to receive the award for a second time.
I am pleased to welcome the new associates to the group, all of whom are bikers, and
under the guidance of their respective observers I am sure it will not be too long before
they are test ready.
I am also pleased to welcome back Robert Armstrong who was a member for many years
and has now re-joined.
I congratulate Andy Statham who has passed his advanced bike test and thank his
observer, Bill Storey. Andy is now preparing for his advanced car test and I am pleased to
say that Andy also wishes to become an observer.
I also congratulate Martin Harper who has recently passed the IAM Masters Motorcycle
test. Passing the masters is a real achievement and something to be really proud of. Very
well done Martin. Additionally Martin has now qualified as an IMI National Observer for
bike having previously been a local observer.
I was very sorry to hear that Ron Furby has died. Ron has been a member for many years
and was also for a time an observer. Ron‟s memory will live on amongst older members
by “Ron‟s Seat” near Walton Church off Walton Back Lane. Ron discovered this tricky little
junction which is ideal for practicing reversing round a bend.
I was also sorry to hear that a member for many years, Peter Patilla, has had to give up
driving due to health reasons. This is a very difficult decision and Peter should be
applauded for making it.
We are now into our “summer programme” which means in June, July, August and
September there will be an additional guidance meeting on the first Monday of each month
at 7:00 at Highfields School, Matlock. This gives more opportunities for associates or
members who feel a little rusty to come along and go out with one of our experienced
observers. Members are, of course, welcome at any time to have a refresher drive should
they wish. Members who have had one have always found them very beneficial.
Remember this is not a test and you are not under any pressure.
Whilst having just mentioned the Summer Programme, come October we will be starting
our winter programme and Bill is always pleased to receive suggestions or offers of help in
arranging future events or speakers so if anyone can assist and take some of the work off
Bill's shoulders do please let us know.
Congratulations to Bill who at a recent Bakewell Town Council meeting was elected as
Town Mayor for s second year running. This is an honour and testament to Bill‟s hard work
on behalf of the community.
As always I wish you all safe driving

Kevin J Knight Group Chairman

John Fry Award – Presented at the AGM.
This year‟s John Fry award goes to Ann Barry. Ann has been our Treasurer for many
years, an Observer and mentor of many associates and Observers.

Presented by Group Chairman,
KevinKnight.

Easter Egg Run.
Members of Matlock Group setting
off from the Forest Recreation
Ground in Nottingham.

The eggs which were brought to
Mansfield Fire Station, preparatory to
being distributed to Hospitals and
Children‟s Homes in the County.

Upright Derbyshire
Members of the Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys) Group assisted with the launch of
UpRight Derbyshire on Easter Monday in Matlock Bath.
UpRight Derbyshire is run by the Derbyshire Police and Road Safety Partnership, assisted
by Biker Down, Derbyshire Fire and Rescue, Derbyshire Blood Bikes and Derbyshire IAM
and RoSPA Groups.
The aim is to encourage riders to take some form of further training, which will be provided
by the Advanced Rider Groups across the county. Biker Down events are being arranged
at venues across the county, involving Derbyshire Fire and Rescue who provide some of
the venues.
Constable Tom Rowlands of Derbyshire Police has spearheaded this project, which even
in its infancy, is producing a great deal of interest, and already several new associates to
Groups.
Find the events on the UpRight Derbyshire Facebook and Twitter pages.

EVENING GUIDANCE.
There will be four Evening Guidance opportunities this year, on the first Mondays of June,
July, August and September at Highfield‟s School car park, Lumsdale Site starting at
7.0pm
These sessions provide extra opportunities for associates who can‟t make Sundays and
also for members who may wish to brush up their skills. Also Kevin has included info in his
Ramblings which is relevant and the article re „Hanging up the keys‟ (or not!!), has some
useful points
Observers who have any queries about the latest edition of the Observer Handbook may
also find this a convenient occasion to try out some techniques.
IAM Surety insurance brokers have done some research which shows that after five years
from qualifying, members‟ claims start to rise. So do take the opportunity to brush up your
skills so that your claim doesn‟t arise 
Or you are very welcome to just come along and have a chat!!

Seasonal issues
In the few weeks either side of Easter, I have realised once again how many variations of
hazards we have to contend with. Winter is behind us, but frosty, icy mornings can still
catch us out. Mist and fog can readily form as temperatures change. This can linger in
valley bottoms until the warmth of the sun breaks it up.
We often warn of low sun around this time of year. This is a greater problem for
motorcyclists, who don‟t have sun visors to assist. I recently rode back to Bakewell from
Chesterfield as the sun was going down. It was either directly ahead of me or just in the
right corner of my eye, all the way. It was often difficult to see, even with sun glasses. All I
could do was slow down, watching for dazzled drivers / riders coming up behind me, and
ride with head lowered or left hand held up to shield my eyes. Not a nice ride.
There is another problem, when opposing drivers are blinded, as they may not see you.
Then there is the sun flickering through the trees which have not yet got a full leaf canopy.
This can cause a stroboscopic effect which can disorientate you. I have a baseball cap to
shield my eyes when driving, but on the motorcycle it won‟t fit over my helmet!
We have just had a very heavy downpour of rain. It caused a lot of running water which
can zigzag across roads, washing debris into the carriageway. Leaves, twigs, stones and
gravel were all over the roads. Large puddles on either carriageway can cause issues for
both lanes as traffic tries to avoid it, and also for pedestrians.
When the storm was overhead, it went darker, visibility was seriously reduced. Many
vehicles had no lights on, possibly because some had automatic lights selected and it
didn‟t go dark enough, but you couldn‟t see more than 50 yards.
Tourists are with us again. On unfamiliar roads, open roads rather than city roads some
were struggling to maintain a reasonable speed on bends. Conversely, those who think
they can drive at 60 mph just because it says national speed limit, but not considering the
road lay out and misjudging their ability. Some were trying to navigate and sightsee at the
same time, and having to deal with all the above hazards too. Inconsiderate parking also
adds to the problems, where road widths are reduced and danger posed on bends and
brows.
Everything is greening up, and views available in winter are being lost. Grass and weeds
will grow to add to the loss of views, but then the tractors will appear to cut the verges and
hedges, usually just round that tight bend. Give yourself more time to stop. Remember
there are only three ways to avoid hitting something.
1. Steer round it (difficult on narrow roads).
2. Stop before you hit it.
3. Don’t go out in the first place.
So all in all, we have had a fair variety of changes and hazards recently, and it will continue
to change, as in every year, as we head towards autumn and winter, and yet, it always
seems to catch some people out.
Bill Storey

Think of other road users
We have had our first taste of what summer may have to offer and true
to form we had lots of visitors to our region. Over the next few months
we will see not only an increase in motorists but pedestrians, cyclists
and horse riders. Each presents their own challenges to the motorists.
This article owes much of its content to the advice contained in data
published by the department for Transport and the Highway Code.

Pedestrians The facts
 60% of all pedestrian fatalities occur on country roads
 on average three pedestrians die each day on country roads
 the number of people killed on country roads is nearly 11 times higher than on
motorways
In England, Wales and Scotland it is legal to cross (or indeed, walk along) all roads
except motorways and roads with the "No Pedestrians" sign displayed. Elsewhere, the Highway
Code (HC) relies on the pedestrian making their own judgment on whether it is safe to cross,
nevertheless it is the drivers who are expected to avoid hazards.
THINK! Advice for when you're driving

 Country roads often have sharp bends, stay in control and give yourself time to react
to unexpected hazards.
 Overgrown verges, bushes and trees on country roads can block your view and
potentially obscure an oncoming hazard.
 Always drive at a speed which will allow you to stop in the distance you can see to
be clear and in half that distance on a single track road.
 Even if you‟re familiar with a country road, never take it for granted as pedestrians
can pop up anytime and anywhere.
Safe walking on country roads
 There are no special rules for walking on
or crossing country roads. However,
country roads often have no pavement,
particularly single-track roads. The
Highway Code advises that if there is no
pavement, you should keep to the righthand side of the road so you can see
oncoming traffic.
 You should take extra care, and be
prepared to walk in single file if there are
several of you walking.
 It is especially important to keep close to
the side of the road on narrow roads or
in poor light.
 The Highway Code also advises that if
there is a sharp right-hand bend in the
road, it may be safer to cross the road
well before the bend so oncoming traffic
has a better chance of seeing you.

Cyclists the facts
 The number of cyclists killed increased by 10% from 2011 2012.
 The number of cyclists reported to have been seriously injured increased by 4% in
the same period.
 Pedal cyclist traffic levels are estimated to have risen by 1.2% over the same period.
THINK! Advice for when you're driving

 Look out for cyclists, especially when turning make eye contact if possible so they know
you‟ve seen them.
 Use your indicators - signal your intentions so
that cyclists can react
 Advanced stop lines allow cyclists to get to the
front and increase their visibility. Allow cyclists
time and space to move off when the green
signal shows
 Give cyclists plenty of space when over taking
them, leaving as much room as you would give
a car. HC rule 163.

Rule 163 Give vulnerable road users at
least as much space as you would a car

THINK! Advice for when you're cycling

 Ride positively, decisively and well clear of the
kerb.
 Look and signal to show drivers what you plan
to do and make eye contact where possible so
you know drivers have seen you.
 Avoid riding up the inside of large vehicles,
Rule 59 Help yourself to be seen
where you might not be seen
 Always use lights after dark or when visibility is
poor.
 Wearing light coloured or reflective clothing
during the day and reflective clothing and/or
accessories in the dark increases your visibility
 Follow the Highway Code including observing
„stop‟ and „give way‟ signs and traffic lights.
 Wear a correctly fitted cycle helmet, which
conforms to current regulations
 Rule 66 the Highway Code advises cyclists to
Rule 66 advises cyclists to never ride
more than two abreast
never ride more than two abreast, and ride in
single file on narrow or busy roads and when riding round bends.

Horse riders the facts
 In 2012, five horse riders were killed and 26 were seriously injured in collisions with
motor vehicles.
 Car drivers and horse riders both have a right to use the road. By considering each
others' needs and following some basic advice, drivers and riders can help avoid
accidents involving horses on the road. Horses are powerful but vulnerable animals
easily scared by noise and may panic around fast moving vehicles.
THINK! advice for motorists

 Treat all horses as a potential hazard and expect the unexpected!
 Look out for horses being led or ridden on the road.
 When you see a horse rider on the road slow down and give them plenty of room
and be ready to stop.
 Look out for riders' signals, watch for sudden movements, horses can be easily
frightened and unpredictable.
 Don't sound your horn or rev your engine.
 Pass wide and slow giving the horse plenty of room.
 Horse riders are often youngsters so take extra care. For increased safety, riders
may ride in double file when escorting a young or inexperienced horse rider.
THINK horse riders
 Horse riders keep to the left of the road even when turning right, it is unsafe for them
to position a horse between lines of traffic where they can panic, sandwiched with no
escape route.
 Watch out for horse riders on roundabouts. When on a roundabout, horse riders will

Turning
Left

Turning
Right

Please slow
down

Please
stop

normally signal right only when approaching exits they DO NOT intend to use.
 Horse riders will keep to the left within the roundabout until reaching their exit, when
they signal left.
 Always display fluorescent/reflective clothing on both horse and rider whatever the
weather or light conditions
 If at all avoidable, don't ride in failing light, fog or darkness.
 Avoid icy or snowy roads.
 If riding a horse that is not used to roads, ask a rider with a horse who is
experienced and calm to accompany you.
 Never take a mounted group of more than eight horses on the road.
 Don't ride more than two abreast on the road.
 If riding two abreast, move into single file as soon as it is safe for the motorist to
overtake.
 Always cross major crossings in a group, rather than trickling across one by one.
 Leave details of your intended route and estimated time of return with a responsible
person.
The advanced motorist knows the value of considering the requirements of other road
users. Remember we share the road with others we don‟t know and whose skill level
we can only estimate.
Eric Elwell Training Officer
The British Horse Society‟s national Riding and Road Safety test. For details visit web site,
http://www.bhs.org.uk/

THE YAMAHA NIKEN – MY FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Ian Wildgoose.
I had the opportunity to
throw a leg over the new
Yamaha Niken last July
when the Tour visited
Matlock. It was a
thoroughly miserable day
for biking with torrential
rain – possibly the ideal
conditions for a bike that
Yamaha claim has “……
an exclusive motorcycle
control system that
provides unparalleled
rider confidence across
a wide range of road
conditions”.
Firstly, some popular misconceptions - It is not classified as trike or a three wheeler.
It cannot be driven on a car licence because its track, (width between the front
wheels), is too narrow to be classified as a car. Yamaha describe the machine as a
LMW – leaning Multi-Wheeler. It will fall over when stationary like any other bike, so
you still need to use legs as props when coming to a standstill and needs to be
parked on the side stand. Hence its potential as a bike for those with a disability, is
limited.
The engine is a development of Yamaha‟s MT-09, 3 cylinder, 847cc unit, which, for
those of us that have had the opportunity to ride one at the CMC Demo days, will
agree, it is an absolute peach. Very smooth and powerful and sounds very fruity with
the Akrapovic exhausts fitted to some of the bikes.
However, the Niken loses out in the “does my bum look big in this?” stakes,
weighing in at 263kg, compared to an MT-09‟s 190kg. Having said that, it carries
the weight very easily and on the move, unless you are negotiating some very fast
switchback bends, (which I wasn‟t), the additional weight was not an issue.
Sat on the bike the view is of a wide expanse of “fairing”. Wide but not overly so.
For those that have been on/own a BMW RT, the amount of bike sitting in front of
you is similar. The digital display is a typical 21st century information centre, but not
in colour. The tachograph occupies a line along the top with a digital speedometer,
gear indicator, temperature read out for engine and ambient. It also tells you what
engine mode you have selected. I‟m not one for technology so I tend not to look for
all the “rider aids”, leaving the adjustments all at factory settings. It does have cruise

control, traction control and different engine modes, but I just got on and rode. It also
has a quick-shifter (why?), that you can only use going up the gears.
You can‟t see the front wheels, and quite honestly, if someone had planted you on
the bike without looking at it first, you would hardly notice. I did not feel as if I was
riding something with a “funny front end”. It rode and behaved just like any other
bike, with little noticeable extra input required to turn it.
And another misconception “you can‟t filter with a Niken”. Oh yes you can! Our route
took us south along the busy Dale Road in Matlock where I negotiated the array of
parked and congested vehicles very smoothly. It felt about as wide as my GS, so
we‟re not talking about filtering like a C90 would.
The route took us along the Lea road from Cromford, which is very uneven with
several pot-holes. The Niken took them all in its stride very smoothly. With two front
wheels often is the time when only one of the wheels dips into the pot-hole. This is
when the complicated looking front suspension, (The Ackermann steering
geometry principle), gets to work to dampen out the jolt that would other-wise
loosen fillings or cause spinal anguish.
You get the feeling that the front end is so well planted, with great feedback and
grip, far more than any other bike I have ridden. I decided to get a little more spirited
in my riding than I would normally do perhaps bearing in mind the awful conditions,
(well, someone else‟s
bike….), and I gave it a
tad too much throttle on
one very slippery corner.
Alarmingly, the back end
stepped out, but I never
felt that (usual) buttock
clenching reaction as you
realise the front could go
as well. It was very
confidence inspiring and
felt almost normal.
The ease at which the
rear can be spun up is a
known phenomenon – the
rear tyre is working
against high up weight at the front. I‟ve read an article where journalists asked
Yamaha why they had used “only” an 850cc engine in such a heavy bike. There
answer was that due to this high up-front end weight, a more powerful engine, from
an MT-10 or R1, say, would have the rear tyre spinning all over the place.
After the ride I sat through a presentation about the technical aspects of the bike. They had
a bike with its shirt off with the front raised off the ground so you could see what all the
struts, bushes etc were doing when the bike leans over in a corner. Very complicated!

My overall impression was that it was a lovely bike – they all are, I‟m a certified bike nut.
As a technical exercise which admirably demonstrates what those brainy Yamaha
engineers can produce, it‟s a hit. Magnificent. Who‟d have thought that they could have
resolved all of the technical challenges of getting such a weird contraption to do what it
can, and does so beautifully.
Would I like one? Of course.
Would I buy one? Oh no. Not at £13,500
for the base model and £14,500ish for
the new GT model which has a larger
screen, panniers and another sack of
technical stuff.
The thought of waiting for a secondhand Niken with a cheaper price tag
does not interest me either. I just look at
the possibility of how the complicated
steering arrangement might wear and
the cost of replacing bushes etc, as well
as setting it all up. Plus 3 tyres, three
sets of brakes, two sets of forks, a chain
that is doing a lot of work pushing the
bulky bike along, it looks like an expensive bike to keep serviced.

Car Keys- !!
They weren't in my pockets.
Suddenly I realized I must have left them in the car.
Frantically, I headed for the parking lot.
My wife has scolded me many times for leaving my keys in the car's ignition.
She's afraid that the car could be stolen.
As I looked around the parking lot, I realized she was right.
The parking lot was empty. I immediately called the police.
I gave them my location, confessed that I had left my keys in the car, and that
it had been stolen.
Eventually, I plucked up the courage and made the most difficult call of all to
my wife:
“I left my keys in the car and it's been stolen."
There was a moment of silence. I thought the call had been disconnected, but
then I heard her voice.
“Are you kidding me?" she barked, "I dropped you off!"
Now it was my turn to be silent.
Embarrassed, I said, "Well, come and get me."
She retorted, "I will, as soon as I convince this cop that I didn't steal your
bloody car!"

Plan your escape route : Multi carriageway roads
Today it‟s no longer sufficient to simply rely on reflexes to keep us out of trouble when on
the road; we can no longer drive reactively. Stopping is the most common, direct and
effective avoidance action taken, particularly if implemented in good time and other drivers
are aware of your actions. The aim is to always have at least one exit plan available
should circumstances require it. The proactive motorist however will have additional
options, allowing them to extradite themselves from difficult situations.
When driving on multi carriageway roads with the increase in traffic density and the
potential for very high speed the challenges are massive. Hence the need for an exit plan
is greater than ever. A reactive motorist will consider braking as the principal method of
avoiding a situation; however the proactive motorist will consider all the options available to
them. This includes not only moving forwards and backwards but left and right in order to
create that vital component space and therefore time hence the truly advanced motorist
will continually evaluate all their options.
Consider some situations: The illustration shows a pattern of traffic density at a particular
point in time on a 3 lane motorway. Dependant on the position in the matrix and the speed
of adjacent vehicles various alternatives present themselves.
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For example: - Three of the vehicles A,C and D have more than one potential escape route
available. Not ideal but better than vehicle B who is in the most precarious position with
virtually no options available, they are at the mercy of the other motorist and are therefore
most at risk. This is the most common scenario as we frequently find ourselves „boxed in‟
hence motorist B must be at their most alert at all times and resolve the situation as quickly
as possible.

One escape route for vehicle B; create a larger safety margin by falling back from the car
in front, not only will there be more space allowing for more gradual braking a space to the
right will also open up. It is important to remember that the matrix is constantly changing
and the situation will not remain static for long, another vehicle may well take the place of
car D, shutting down the right move as a viable alternative.
Frequently on modern motorways there are more than just the three lanes and a hard
shoulder to consider, making the choices evermore complex.
If we now consider a condition where there are only two lanes and we find ourselves in a
similar situation the choices being considerably reduced. Without a hard shoulder no
vehicle is able to safely exercise the left manoeuvre; equally there is no move to the right.
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In fact only vehicles A with forward and C with the braking opportunity have any realistic
exit plan, far from ideal. Again the management of speed and therefore space appear to
present the most favourable outcome. Vehicle C will double the choices available by falling
back, thereby also increasing A‟s chances. Vehicle B must be very proactive in how they
manage the available space. Falling back will increase the opportunity for the forward
preference and also allow smoother braking. However they will be giving the option to
vehicle A to move right.
Potential escape routes will continually present themselves during the course of any
journey. Equally they will expire with similar regular frequency. What is important is the
creation of a safety zone around your vehicle, one that will create space and time to take
evasive action or at least cushion any impact.
The advanced motorist knows the value of remaining in control, using observation links
and applying the system „and that includes‟ constantly searching for an exit route.
Remember we share the road with others we don‟t know and whose skill level we can only
estimate.
Eric Elwell Training officer

Four key steps to take immediately if you're involved in an
accident overseas
Having a crash is a terrible feeling at any time, but no worse than when it happens in a
foreign country and it's not your car.
Being involved in an accident - even if it's not your fault - is enough to ruin any holiday, but
if you do have prang in a hire car you need to keep your wits about you to ensure the
safety of everyone around you and protect yourself from a financial nightmare.
We asked hire car experts Rentalcars.com to give a step-by-step guide for what to do if
you have a shunt while on holiday.
It says there are four key things a driver needs to do immediately after an accident in a hire
car.
Step-by-step guide to coping with a shunt abroad: We asked an expert in the hire car
sector to explain what motorists need to do if they
have a crash in a rental car when on holiday
Nigel Wolstenholme, head of consumer marketing
at Rentalcars.com: In the immediate aftermath of a
crash, it's not always easy to think straight.
Using the roads in any country has a level of risk
attached.
It's essential that drivers know what to do in the
event of an issue when on holiday, and take the time to consider how much risk they're
comfortable with before they go.This step-by-step process should be able to guide you
immediately after you've been involved in an accident.

1. Get everyone to safety and DON'T apologise
The top priority after any car accident is getting yourself and your passengers out of harm's
way as quickly as possible. Be careful though; the advice on the NHS website says to
avoid moving anyone who's in a lot of pain in case they've broken their leg, or injured or
broken their back.
It's normal to feel shaken but try to remain calm, so take a few deep breaths until you're
confident you can think rationally.
Losing your temper won't help, and neither will apologising straight away – even if you're
sorry that an unfortunate situation has come about, you don't want to be mistaken for
taking responsibility.
Don't inadvertently take the blame: It's easy to apologise after an accident due to the
unfortunate circumstance, but if it isn't your fault then try not to say anything that can be
mistaken for accepting fault for the collision

2. Contact the emergency services
It's a good idea to have the emergency numbers to hand for every country you're travelling
through – and it's worth doing your research before you set off on your travels.
In the EU, dialling 112 from any mobile or landline will reach the local police, ambulance or
fire service – and the number is free to use.
If you're venturing further afield, this list of emergency numbers might be a useful place to
start.
It's recommended that you call the police, regardless of whether you need emergency
assistance or not.
In some countries, such as Germany for example, it is mandatory to call the local police
immediately (up to two hours after an accident).
And don't forget to get hold of a police report, as if you don't, this could invalidate your
insurance.
Be sure to check any location-specific terms included in your rental agreement at pick-up,
as requirements such as calling the police after a crash will be mentioned.
Check the location-specific terms included in your rental agreement when you collect your
vehicle. It will list any requirements, such as calling the police after a crash

3. Exchange details and record what's happened
Once everyone's safe and the emergency services
are en route, the next thing to do is exchange
details with other parties who are involved – and
any passers-by or other drivers who witnessed the
incident. Take as many photos as you can, and
make sure to take note of the following:
· Name, address and contact numbers for other
parties and witnesses
· Date and time of the accident
· Colour, registration, make and model of any vehicles involved
· Description of the weather conditions, the state of the road and any street lighting
· Any damage done to any vehicles and property
· Any injuries sustained by drivers, passengers and pedestrians
If you're involved in an accident with a third party in the EU, they will present you with a
European Accident Statement form to collect all the information that's needed – known as
the Constat Amiable in France, the CIA in Italy and the DAA in Spain.

The key here is that it will be in the local language of the country you're visiting, so if you're
not fluent, it's a good idea to take an English copy with you or to ask for one at the rental
desk.
Even though you don't need to complete it in English as well, having a translation to hand
means you won't miss out any vital information and you understand what's needed.
After notifying the police and making a record on the collision, the final call you need to
make is to the rental company who will be able to inform the insurer, arrange vehicle
recovery and provide a replacement car

4. Call the rental company
Last, but by no means least, make sure the rental company is made aware of the situation
as soon as you've completed steps one to three.
You'll be able to find their phone number on the rental agreement.
The rental company should be able to handle recovery, repairs and replacement of the hire
car if necessary, as well as dealing with the insurance companies and other parties on
your behalf.
You can make a very clear case as to who was responsible for the accident, but ultimately,
it's up to the rental company to agree who's covering the costs – so don't offer anything at
the scene without clearing it with them first.

Motorcyclists Challenge.
How many riding and equipment faults can you find in this photo?

Spare Wheel.
When I bought this latest car. I was not totally enamoured with not having either a full size
spare or even a space-saver, instead, a small compressor and foam can.
The manufacturers would say it is to keep the weight down, but we
all know it is more a matter of cost... I have no idea how much the
compressor, foam can, pipes and tubes would cost, not to mention
paying someone from the “flat-pack furniture department” to
explain how to set up the procedure on a cold rainy winter‟s night,
with of course only having a puncture in the right place. ie no wheel
disc damage, no sidewall penetration, no hole bigger than specified
in the handbook, no previous damage to the tyre, or use on run flat
tyres.
A degree in mechanical engineering would be useful when using the kit for the first time...
then you must not travel more than 125 miles, at no more than 50mph, having driven for 2
miles then checked the pressure, and topped up if necessary. After all that... REPLACE
THE TYRE!!! Then buy another can of foam. This is progress???
Not for me, so I tried to purchase a spacesaver, but none easily available as yet, so a
visit to a local yard for retired vehicles was the
next port of call. A 15” Ford good tread, non low
profile tyre to match a 16” low profile sounded
logical was purchased... but would not fit the
spare wheel dish in the boot, so back to the
drawing board and “let‟s try a 14”.
Surprise, surprise... it fitted just like a glass
slipper in the well and the overall diameter was
almost exactly the same as the alloys on the
vehicle, and was cheaper than the 15” wheel!
So third attempt... got it right. Feeling rather pleased with my new (cleaned up a treat)
wheel, I referred to the label on the “B” post to check tyre pressures... would you believe
it... in the tiniest of tiny numbers and letters there was a small rectangle containing the
same numbers and letters as I had on my new spare wheel!!! Moral....if all else fails, read
the instructions!
Thanks to Mike Dickerson, Chesterfield Group President, for this article.

GOOD SIGNS
On an Electrician's truck:

"Let us remove your shorts."

On a Plumber's truck: "Don't sleep with a drip. : Call your plumber."
At a Car Dealership:"The best way to get back on your feet – miss a car payment."
AT AN OPTOMETRIST'S OFFICE:
"If you don't see what you're looking for, you've come to the right place."

Unclear' motorway junction signs
Motorway signs should be redrawn as they are hard to read and can lead to careless
driving, the transport watchdog has warned.
Transport Focus told Highways England, the body in charge of motorways, that it should
review junction signs as key elements are often hidden by large trees or high-sided lorries.
A report published by the watchdog today
said unclear labelling led to drivers making
last-ditch manoeuvres to avoid missing their
exit. These include cutting across chevrons
and even swerving across two or three lanes.
Some drivers who did miss their junction
were even found to have reversed back along
the motorway.
Junction numbers are usually in the bottom
left corner of motorway signs meaning that
tall vehicles or overgrown greenery can block
them from view, which Transport Focus claimed is part of the problem.
Highways England should instead think about placing junction numbers on the top-left
corner of signs to make them easier to see.
Anthony Smith, chief executive of the watchdog, said the current position of junction
numbers 'can lead to careless driving which could perhaps be prevented'.
Department for Transport figures show that
there were 752 accidents close to
motorway junctions in 2017. Nine were fatal
and 90 resulted in serious injuries.
One in six crashes on the motorway took
place around junctions.
The number of miles driven on Britain's
motorways has increased by 30 per cent
over the past two decades, and motorists
clocked up 68billion miles on motorways
last year.
The 30 per cent rise is three times the increase seen on other roads.
In a survey of more than 2,000 drivers, Transport Focus found that 17 per cent of drivers
admitted making a potentially unsafe move because a junction number was obscured.
Anthony Smith, chief executive of the watchdog Transport Focus, said the current position
of junction numbers 'can lead to careless driving which could perhaps be prevented'

An additional 29 per cent said they missed a junction after missing the number on a sign.
Of the drivers who had problems seeing junction numbers, 47 per cent blamed 'overgrown
vegetation' while 74 per cent said large vehicles in the inside lane had blocked their view.
Damage to signage and poor
lighting were also blamed by
drivers who had problems spotting
junction numbers.
The watchdog's report said:
'Transport Focus recommends that
Highways England reviews the
position of junction numbers on
road signs to ensure maximum
visibility for the safety and
convenience of all road users.'
Highways England said: 'We
welcome any research which we can add to our own insight to help us better understand
road users' needs and improve their experiences on our roads.'

A snake landed on my windscreen from a bridge. My wife asked me what type it
was, so I replied “it‟s a windscreen viper”
Sorry
Ian R
What happens when a frog parks in a no-parking space?
It gets toad away
A lorry has just overturned on the M6 loaded with Vicks vapour rub.
Police have said there will be no congestion for eight hours.
What do you get when dinosaurs crash their cars?
Tyrannosaurus wrecks
I walked into a car showroom last night.
I said to the salesman, “My wife would like to talk to you about the
Volkswagen Golf in the window.”
He said, “We don’t have a Volkswagen Golf in the window.”
I said, “You do now.”
What did the jack say to the car?
A. “Can I give you a lift?”
Scotland’s friendliest motorway?
M8.
What do you call a laughing motorcycle?
A. A Yamahahaha!

DIARY DATES
Mon
Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun
Mon

3rd
9th
16th
1st
14th
21st
5th

June
June
June
July
July
July
Aug

Highfields Matlock 7.00pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am
Highfields Matlock 7.00pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am
Highfields Matlock 7.00pm

Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Evening Guidance

Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun

11th
18th
2nd
8th
15th

Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept

Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am
Highfields Matlock 7.00pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am

Guidance
Guidance
Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance

Last date for copy for the Aug/Sept Newsletter is July 7th for articles, July 14th for
tests, new members etc.
Articles, letters, clippings etc. for inclusion to Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson St. Mansfield
NG18 5PN 01623 644047
katefroggatt@talktalk.net

A 625

Eyre Arms
Calver S32 3XH

Stoney
Middleton

A 621

A 623
B 6001

A 619
Baslow

To Chesterfield

Chatsworth
A 619
A6

Bakewell
B 6012

Rowsley
B 5057

A 632
Kelstedge

A6
Darley
Dale

Highfield School
Matlock DE4 5NA

Matlock
Crown Sq
To Matlock Bath
A6

Duke William
Matlock DE4 3BZ

Meeting Venues
Outdoor Guidance
Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
Highfields School Matlock (Lumsdale). DE4 5NA Lower car park
Third Sunday in month 10.00am All Year
Summer months (May-September) First Monday in month 7.00pm

Indoor Winter Months
(October-April)
Duke William. 91 Church Street Matlock DE4 3BZ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
https://matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk/

GROUP COMMITTEE 2019 - 2020
Group Secretary Bill Storey 01629 812732
2 Wye Bank, Bakewell, Derbyshire. DE45 1BH
matlockdhv1@btinternet.com

GROUP OFFICERS
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Group Secretary
Group Treasurer

Kevin Knight 01629 584142
knightowls@btopenworld.com
Ian Revill 01629 593684
Bill Storey 01629 812732
Ann Barry 01629 540599
The Lodge King‟s Hill, Brassington, Matlock DE4 4HA

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Guidance (Matlock
Guidance (Mbk)
Guidance (Hope)
Training Officer (Mbk)
Newsletter Distn.
Committee
Web Designer

Iain Harwood 01629 55563 mail@minandiain.org.uk
Keith Pearce 01629 57828
Kate Froggatt 01623 644047
Geoff Salt 07977 726529 gsalt100@btopenworld.com
Kevin Knight
David Graham, Norman Hill, Mike Micallef. Keith Seaton.
Emma Harper

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson Street, Mansfield, Notts. NG18 5PN
01623 644047 katefroggatt@talktalk.net

Data Protection Act.
Details which members have supplied to the Group are held on a database for
the club‟s own use. If you object to your details being held in this way, please
inform the Secretary, in writing.
The contents of this Newsletter are purely the views of contributors and do not necessarily
constitute the views of the Editor, the Institute, or the Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists.
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